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PREMise
The current future. 

Wildfires are omnipresent and everyday. They surround the cities, within the firebreak limited humanity burrowed. 
Not out of  fear, but routine; with gradual disaster comes gradual evolution. A true human acclimation to torrential 
smoke and ash. Space is not important when materiality has been replaced with integers. 

Panning over a strange collective of  HUMANS. Bathed in orange, and dressed in elaborate gatherings of  refuse. Scraps. 
Drones in vibration abDrones in vibration above. Rocks, computer parts, ceramics, shells, plants, even dirt. Found objects. Wrapped in casings
of  plastics. Almost all of  it too, especially if  it can be easily burned. Or broken. Hoarding. 

While most of  us to the digital have evacuated, they wander in wastelanded ritual.

To preach materiality is to preach the essence of  life. 

And in the distance, they are singing:

O to THe sTEM
OF ATOm AND MOLECULe
oF PLASMA AND VOLumEoF PLASMA AND VOLumE
OF mAtTER CONDeNSE

O TO tHE STEM ...
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OVERvIeW
BREACH is an artwork built within a game engine, investigating the relationship between technology, nature, and 
materiality. The work uniquely engages with emerging technologies as a means to speculate on our material 
futures by employing techniques such as 3D scanning, motion capture, and hypperrealistic realtime rendering. 

In juxtaposition with climate change, BREACH understands that technology is ultimately a product of  
human hands and biases. Our future is our present. An age of  transformation, incompatibilities, and 
contradictioncontradictions.

To appreciate the symbiosis between our meat sack and the rare earth inside our devices. 

The geologist as the technologist.

To understand that nature and technology are one in the same.

Our future is heterotopic. 
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FORMs
BREACH is an artwork that spans multiple media, each providing its own 
unique insight into the themes and ideas embedded within the world.

- Interactive Gallery Installation
- Downloadable Experience
- Concept Album
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BREACH will initially be an interactive gallery installation,comprised of  
2 projections, a 3D printed custom controller, and hanging sculpture.

Viewers will be transported into the world of  BREACH through a device
nicknamed the “Hyperobject Catcher,” which allows them to shine a 
digital “flashlight” onto the projection to discover mysteries within the
digital environment before them. This device will be a custom 3D printed
controllecontroller, designed as a physical embodiment of  the digital grotesque. 

In addition to the projection, a sculptural wall of  hanging shrinkwrapped 
objects will stand centrally within the gallery space. These objects are 1
to 1 representations of  the objects within the digital world, further blurring
the line between the intangible and the tactile. 

GALlerY iNSTALlatIon
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Following the gallery installation, BREACH will continue to breathe. 

A series of  live music performances will coincide with the launch of  a 
downloadable experience and music record. This downloadable experience 
will serve as a “playable” version of  the gallery installation, allowing players 
to traverse the world of  BREACH at their own pace, investigating the hidden 
myseries behind the virile cast of  characters. 

In addition to these unique experienceIn addition to these unique experiences, a short film and music videos 
will be released online to coincide with the release of  the different forms 
of  the project.
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Audio
Visceral. Tactile. Corporeal. 

There is no distinction between foley and music within BREACH. The audio is the driving narrative force, establishing an
embodied and abstract portrait of  the world. BREACH is a reimagining of  the concept album, one that takes place dynamically 
within the space of  the video game engine. 

In addition to the music, there will be a narration in certain moments accompanying the piece. 
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the world
A near future Southern California transformed by wildfire. 

Constructed from real world drone scans of  sites across Southern California, the locations of  BREACH are 
transformed, combined, and collaged into surreal and striking post-climate change versions of  themselves. 
These locations range from the volcanic rock of  Mono Lake, a massive solar power facility in the Mojave,
and the side of  a freeway embankment in Calabasas. 

BREBREACH is not a portrait of  an apocalypse, but rather an investigation into the new subcultures, rituals, and 
strange practices that may arise in a post climate change future. 

Wildfire permeates this world, ever-present and steadily lurking underneath.
Preliminary world map
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Environment concept work *All in engine footage
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charACTERs
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Actress: Isamaya Ffrench @isamayaffrench

A fighter. Rugged, feral, resilient. She carries a bow across her back. Draped in
an exoskelton of  metal, carseats, bathtub mats, furs, luggage, puffer jackets, vinyl
strips, polyurethane foam. Knives belted across her hip. Animal skinning. 
Wet, blood on her fingers. 
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Ash and sun. 

The elder of  all of  that is made, the present material ancestor. Leader
in the spirit of  corporeal judgement. Dust incarnate. 

Memories of  objects., of  bodies, of  matter. Materials embedded in her 
dress. The matriarch, proudly standing against the flame. The leader 
of  elements.

TTo choose what is set ablaze, what is buried, what is recorded. 
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The leader of  the choir. Towering high above the fire. The most graceful; a voice from 
another world. A guide hovering above the smoke. 

Stilts with strips of  fabric and chains dangling in the wind. A strange mouth piece, 
amplifying her voice above the roar of  the flames. Long earrings that extend down to her feet. 
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Severe. 

The guard of  the intangible; harbinger of  things hidden behind the veil. 
To bless - all under immediacy. The operator of  the Machine; to bring the objects
to him and declare sacred. Consecration under UV light; consecration under scanning;
consecration under X-ray; consecration under smoke. In plastic he protects the 
sanctity of  material. 

He who shrinkwrapHe who shrinkwraps. 
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ACTRESS: Echo Seireeni @milklooks

A child scavenger, picking through the ash with hand and mouth and nostril. 
A mischievous smile, black dust inbetween her teeth. Plastic pearls dotted across 
a clay painted face. On her back, a massive assemblage of  pouches, compartments, 
strings, and bags; twice the size of  her body -- almost resembling a backpack but 
too chaotic to be one. 
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DIRECTOR
Rick Farin

PRODUCER
Charles Damga 
Nick Vernet

A/D
Claire CoClaire Cochran
Theo Karon

3D/VFX
Alexey Marfin
Jeremy Hartley
Case Miller
Ainslee Robson
Cole DalyCole Daly

CLOTHING DESIGN
Marine Serre

“HUNTER”
Isamaya Ffrench

“ECHO”
Echo Seireeni

“GODMOTHER”“GODMOTHER”

“CHORISTER”

“HYPEROBJECT 
SHAMAN”

MUSIC
Theo Karon
Chino Amobi
Ben Babbitt
Kelly Moran

MOTION
IsamIsamaya Ffrench

ADVISEMENT
Liam Young
Benjamin Bratton

DIRECTOR BIO:

Rick Farin (°1995) is a digital artist working in cinematic world-building, game
engines, electronic music, VR/interactivity, and filmmaking. His practice is founded
on the use of  game engines and digital design tools to produce speculative fictions
about current existence, exaggerating the present to create critical visions of  the
future. He holds a Bachelor of  Architecture from the Cooper Union (2018), where he
wwon the Thesis Prize and was named a Thesis Fellow. He is a Master’s candidate
in Fiction and Entertainment at SCI-Arc (2019)

Rick has worked with collaborators such as Xander Zhou, Nike, NOWNESS, 032c,
Dazed, Warp Records, Chino Amobi, and Gaika, among others. 

CONTACT:
www.rickfarin.com
@rickfarin
E: riE: rickfarin@gmail.com
T: 1-818-281-0213

WIth initial support from:

Breach is currently in pre-production, with Fall 2019 
for its initial installation. 

thank you
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